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Grey Area: After WG Sebald 

Barrie Sherwood 

 

I’ve been on numerous literary pilgrimages and hallowed ground has always turned out to be hollow 

ground. 

The last meaningful line of Voss is “The air will tell us.” I went to Patrick White’s house in Sydney 

hoping for the air to tell me something. All I heard was the screech of lorikeets.  

I stood one night outside Nabokov’s rooms in Cambridge waiting for moths to arrive in the cone 

of lamplight. A hen party shrieked and swayed past. Then came a diminutive man simultaneously 

smoking a cigarette, eating chips with curry sauce from a paper bag, and – mobile phone wedged 

between shoulder and cheek – saying, “I know where you are. I know where you are.”   

I went to Katherine Mansfield’s house in Wellington and made my way through the creaking, 

dainty rooms with a group of heavy-booted, leather-clad Harley Davidson riders on a nationwide tour.  

In my teens I went to Hemingway’s apartment on the Rive Gauche. All you could see in the 

windows was the reflected sky. The only bigger disappointment in Paris was not meeting any easy-going 

American girls at Jim’s grave. 

On the same trip I imposed upon a homestay host to drive me more than an hour across 

Provence to the cemetery where Albert Camus’ body lies. We stood in the heat looking at the tended 

lavender and the polished stone. After an awkward few minutes he blew a raspberry (un bruitage 

derisoire) and said, “Bon, ca y est.” I shrugged. “Yup. There it is.” 

I went to the site of Malcolm Lowry’s cottage near Deep Cove and did what? Didn’t even get 

drunk in his honour. Just ate a honey cruller at a nearby café and watched the rain fall, making brush-

strokes across Burrard Inlet. 

I slept in Sir Thomas Browne’s room at Pembroke College, under dreaming spires, and had no 

dreams.  

I visited Stratford-on-Avon and found it weary, stale, flat and – at five quid a pint in the Pen and 

Parchment pub – unprofitable.  

My greatest disappointment? I went to Rouen, the city Flaubert so despised! And I actually kind 

of liked it.  

But in the case of WG Sebald – the German-born peregrinator who lived, wrote, and taught in 

Norwich until his sudden death in 2001 – perhaps there was cause for hope. This could be different. He 
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was the one who said, after all, that “the borders between the living and the dead are not hermetically 

sealed”, that “the dead are always coming back to us”, that “there is some form of travel or grey zone.”  

My trip was occasioned by a visit to Malcolm – my HoD – for my annual exercise in head-

hanging and excuse-making: the Academic Appraisal Exercise. “The creative stuff is all right,” he told me, 

“but you need more substance in your publications. You wrote on The Rings of Saturn for your PhD, 

didn’t you? Why don’t you publish something in a journal? It will look good. Sebald is still sexy.”  

I told him I didn’t know what I could say about Sebald that would “look good”, let alone qualify 

as “sexy”.  

 “Why don’t you go back to Norwich?” he said. “Take a walk. Look at the clouds. Breathe the air. 

When I need a kick-start I head straight to Buenos Aires.” 

The more I tried to dismiss the idea over the next few days, the more it seemed like the 

unavoidable thing to do. I had a little research money and I was on my way to France with BA soon 

anyway. I called the travel agent and – the most I could manage without purchasing a new ticket – 

arranged for a twelve-hour layover at Heathrow.  

On the flight to London I made an itinerary of three destinations that I could easily visit in short 

time: Sebald’s house, the site of the old Norwich and Norfolk Hospital where The Rings of Saturn begins, 

and the University of East Anglia. In good Sebaldian fashion, I brought a camera along.  

I arrived at Heathrow in the early afternoon, rented a car, and drove a few hours to the old 

rectory in the Norfolk countryside where Sebald used to live. I got out, stretched, and congratulated 

myself on having made it. Yes! Here I was! This feeling of accomplishment quickly evaporated. I stood in 

the empty, tree-lined lane 

feeling conspicuous and 

without any further sense of 

agency. Now what?  A plaque 

on the gate – Author WG 

Sebald lived in this house – 

might at least have validated 

my presence, loitering in the 

street with a camera. I was 

actually considering leaving 

when a ring of smoke appeared 

directly above the house as if 
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there were a giant with a pipe reclined in the fields beyond. It rose languidly and drifted east, dilating as 

it set out towards the North Sea.  

 I tried to think of an appropriate line from Sebald to contextualize this phenomenon, which, for 

all I knew, was an everyday occurrence, the product of some local mill or brewery. Nothing came to 

mind, but there was no doubting that this ring in the sky was a sign. Part of a code. I know: that way 

madness lies. There are only so many times you can tell yourself, a la Salvador Dali, that the only 

difference between yourself and a madman is, you’re not mad. Could writing a journal article really save 

me from apophenia? 

Not according to Sebald: 

“writing and creating something is 

about elaboration…” he said. “And 

elaboration is, of course, the 

device of paranoia.” 

Still, I thought of 

Mansfield’s reminder to self: “Risk! 

Risk anything!” I marched down 

the drive. Not getting any response 

at the front door, I walked around 

behind the house where I found a 

low-slung clothesline and a chair serving as a drying rack alone at the end of the lawn, in front of a 

hedge. This photograph still seems to me to be yearning for some ekphrastic engagement on my part, 

though I have yet to even partly dissect its mystery.  

I took the shot and heard an indignant voice.  

“Excuse me? This is private property.” 

I turned around to find a woman in the kitchen doorway, gripping the doorframe as if she would 

bolt inside were I to make the slightest move.  

 “Just who are you? And what are you doing taking pictures of my laundry?” 

“This is… Is this the house where WG Sebald lived?” 

“Fifteen years ago.” 

It seemed like such a long time the way she said it. “Right. I’m very sorry. I was only curious. 

Bigtime Sebald fan.” 

“Those aren’t his bedsheets,” she said.  
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“I realize that. Ever so sorry to have disturbed you.” I made some 

gesticulations of apology and backed away, then raced up the drive, 

berating myself for my stupidity. Bigtime Sebald fan? How Sebald would 

have cringed to hear that he had a bigtime fan! With the woman noting my 

number plate from the front window, I started the engine and fled. 

The Rings of Saturn begins on the eighth floor of the west wing of 

the Norwich and Norfolk General Hospital. Here Sebald lay “in a state of almost total immobility” due to 

a slipped disc. And it was there, in time, where his body was taken after his death. The last time I had 

seen the hospital was in 2002; I had turned 

the corner onto Newmarket Street and the 

hospital’s usually dour brick façade had been 

transformed by the sunset into something 

resplendent. Sebald’s words came straight to 

mind: “Outsize buildings cast the shadow of 

their own destruction before them and are 

designed from the first with an eye towards 

their later existence as ruins.” The hospital 

had never looked so beautiful. 

On this occasion, entering Norwich, I 

managed to get lost, the geography of the neighbourhood having changed so much since the 

destruction of the old hospital. More construction 

was going on and I passed a sign that read, 

ominously, “ONE WAY SYSTEM IN OPERATION”, 

then came to Phase One of a “classic and timeless” 

housing development called, simply enough, Via. 

The sign read: “your route to city living”. I drove a 

hundred yards or so into the site and stopped. 
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So, I’d found some legacy of Sebald, but was this all? The “Strictly No Parking” sign was as charged with 

cosmic connotation as the one-way system sign had been. Of course, a one-way system is in operation! 

Of course, you’re not allowed to park! Did I need to come all the way here to find that out?  

 

After a thirty-minute walk I gave up on the hospital site and went out to the university. The 

cloudy sky was beginning to clear and the campus was desolate. Which was appropriate, I suppose. As 
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Alan Bennett put it, “The fact is, in Sebald nobody is ever about. This may be poetic but it is a short cut 

to significance”. 

 

I went into the Arts Building. The English corridor, stunningly bright, brought to mind a poem of 

Nabokov’s, from Pale Fire, titled “The Nature of Electricity”. 

 

The dead, the gentle dead - who knows? 

In tungsten filaments abide, 

And on my bedside table glows 

Another man's departed bride. 

And maybe Shakespeare floods a whole 

Town with innumerable lights, 

And Shelley’s incandescent soul 

Lures the pale moths of starless nights. 

 

The word electricity was, by the way, coined in Norwich, along with literary, anomalous, ascetic, 

coexistence, ferocious, cryptography, hallucination, ulterior, holocaust, insecurity, exhaustion, migrant, 

medical, ultimate and hundreds more by Sir Thomas Browne, who is one of the subjects of the first part 
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of The Rings of Saturn and whose skull once rested in the church of St Peter Manscroft, the one pictured 

in the “investment and reward” hoarding for the Via Condominiums that I’d seen earlier on. 

Sebald’s door – the one with an empty chalkboard and a poster of Walter Benjamin next to it – 

was open. As I approached, however, it began to ease shut. I snapped a shot and hurried forward. 

Snapped another and it just kept easing closed as if of its 

own accord until it had shut completely.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I stood there hesitating, with the weird idea 

that, were I only to knock, or break all 

convention and just barge inside, my trip 

would not prove fruitless. I waited for a sign. I 

stared at Walter Benjamin, hoping for 

inspiration. I gave him a little wink even; but 

Walter Benjamin is impervious to winks.  

I had another idea. I counted the 

offices back to the stairwell and then left the 

Arts Building and doubled back into the 
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parkland. I found the windows of Sebald’s office, crept up, and peered inside.  
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The office was empty.  

How had the door shut when no one was in there? I felt the need to document this strange 

occurrence – perhaps I’d see something hidden in the photos. But the closer I got to the windows, the 

larger my own reflection became until I was as much the subject of the photographs as the office.  
The day was already waning. My energy levels were waning. I left the still-deserted campus, 

found a Londonized pub in the Golden Triangle neighbourhood where they served venison burgers with 

chipotle mango relish and yam chips with truffle oil, watched part of a football match, then began the 

long drive back to Heathrow. Before I’d quite left Norfolk however, where the woods of Elveden Forest 

met an open expanse of heath, I pulled in at an empty rest stop. The moon was wonderfully luminous 

and I stood beside the car looking up at the now clear sky. As I watched, the moon and two passing 

airliners conspired to make an X with their vapour trails. A cross to the previous nought, written across 

the sky. I took a picture and a caption from Sebald came straight to mind: “I have no message. I just 

want to say, isn’t that strange?” 
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